RENOVATION

Secrets from a
Designer
THE TOP-TO-TOE RENO OF
HER HERITAGE HOME LEAVES
SHARON MIMRAN WITH
MYRIAD STRATEGIES FOR
CREATING ALLURE.
Text by Iris Benaroia
Photography by Ted Yarwood
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Portrait by Brendan Meadows/Hair and makeup by Julie Lynas, Plutino Group/Hervé Leger dress, Hazel Luxury for Women; shoes, George C; jewelry, Myles Mindham Jewellery

Anyone

who favours minor renovations won’t
relate to Toronto designer Sharon Mimran’s story one bit.
After all,
all this is a woman who describes “popping off the
roof” of her own home as though it were no more taxing
than slipping
off a pair of heels. The daring two-year
slip
project she
recently
undertook, with the help of architect
s
Wayne Swadron
and
contractor G.E.S. Construction,
S
included stripping the 1,600-square-foot house back to its
1850s frame,
expanding it to 2,000 square feet, relocating
fr
the entrance
and
the staircase, adding new footings to the
entr
foundation
and
raising
the ceilings throughout (even in the
foundati
basement).
“We
moved
everything,”
says Sharon (below,
basemen
right).
“Other
than
the
shell
and
the
position of the rooms
t “O
on the m
main floor, every room changed.”
The outcome
was well worth it: a spellbinding interplay
ou
of period
periods and styles, every well-composed room exudes the
designer’s
designer trademark glamour and character. Every piece,
such as the mushroom-shaped lamp in the living room, has
a history: “I found it in the garbage and had it rewired. It
was somebody’s throwaway and became my treasure.”
Salvaged and repurposed pieces also arrived from her
previous home, where she had lived for 18 years. “It was a
traumatic move, so I wanted to be surrounded by
familiarity,” she explains. After the dust settled and every
object was in place, a lively, light-filled sanctuary emerged.

SOLVE PROBLEMS CREATIVELY
Before the reno, visitors entering the foyer encountered a narrow, unwelcoming
staircase to the second floor. Sharon’s solution was to move the main entry to the
side of the house. Since heritage restrictions prevented her from sealing the old
front door, it became a spot to hang pieces of art. Here, two works (the smaller is
by friend Michelle Lloyd Bermann, the larger by Canadian artist Gary Slipper)
share the space with more exuberant installations, including photographer Terry
Richardson’s portrait of model Amber Valletta. Similarly spunky juxtapositions
define the furniture, a mix of contemporary and vintage pieces. “Only two, maybe
three antiques per room,” Sharon advises. Sofa, ottoman, Sharon Mimran; artwork over
sofa, Laurent Guérin; red artwork, Dean Drever; wall colour, Strong White (2001), Farrow & Ball.

ADD FLAIR WITH BUILT-INS
BEFORE

To accommodate her china, books and objets, Sharon
commissioned built-ins throughout the house. Those
flanking the fireplace in the living room were adorned
with mesh-front doors and crown moulding that enhance
the overall look of the room. (The Emmys on the mantel
belong to Sharon’s partner, Sid Goldberg, a television
director.) On either side of the new window seat, Sharon
made use of dead space by creating niches for firewood,
omitting the need for a log holder on the hearth. The
herringbone oak floors were finished in a high gloss for a
glamorous effect. Mantel, Stanley Wagman Antiques; TV, Brack
Electronics; pendant, L’Atelier; ottomans, Sharon Mimran.

SEE SOURCE GUIDE
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Want more? Sharon Mimran shares reno
advice on VIDEO at houseandhome.com
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LIGHTEN & BRIGHTEN
Since the dining room window faces a neighbour’s
red-brick wall, Sharon used a number of
brightening techniques in the space. The most
magnificent is a 1940s brass and Murano glass
chandelier that hangs over the whitewashed dining
table. “It looks like an octopus,” she says. Further
illuminating dark winter days are a pair of 1960s
Italian wall sconces on either side of the bay
window, and mirrored doors designed to look like
tufted fabric for the floor-to-ceiling cupboards
flanking the window. “I designed the cupboards to
house my china, crystal and 100 different teacups
from my mother and grandmother,” Sharon says.
“There’s tons of room inside.” Flowers, Horticultural
Design; sconces, chandelier, Stanley Wagman Antiques;
chairs, Sharon Mimran; mirrored doors, Vast Interiors
Custom Glass and Mirror.
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GLAM UP
WELL-USED
ROOMS
Never one to settle for
standard, Sharon
amplified what could have
been an ordinary country
kitchen by adding special
touches, including an
antique chandelier and
wall sconces, leaded-glass
cabinet fronts, ironframed french doors
leading to the patio and
creamy Carrara marble
countertops and
backsplash. Reflecting her
yen for mixing textures
and styles, a distressed
harvest table and milking
stools (from her former
home) contrast the glossy
surfaces in the room. On
the table sits a striking
display of crystal and
silver. “I’m always dressing
up the table with
vignettes,” she says. “I
believe in enjoying your
pieces.” Cabinetry, Falcon
Kitchens; marble, Caledonia
Marble; doors, Nor-Am Doors
& Windows; hardware,
Summerhill Hardware.

BEFORE

SEE SOURCE GUIDE
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MAKE A
GRAND
STATEMENT
Moved to a more practical
location off the living-dining area,
the staircase stretches up the full
four floors and seems made for
descending in a glamorous party frock.
With its black iron spindles set in brass
fittings and a 19th-century crystal acorn
finial at the base, the showpiece fixture,
designed by Sharon, has maximum aesthetic
impact. “You have to see the staircase over and
over again, so it should be attractive but not
obtrusive,” she says. “A lot of hand-forged iron
staircases are fussy, but this one works — and it’s
custom-made, so no two pickets are identical.”
Complementing it all is a striking arrangement of black and
white photos running up and down the walls, even into the
basement, and Philippe Starck’s custom stand for Helmut
Newton’s Sumo book of photographs. Staircase, Steptoe & Wife; posts,
collars, Dynamic Iron; wall colour, Strong White (2001), Farrow & Ball.
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DON’T GO
WITH A
BAD FLOW
As the relocated main
entrance proves, you
don’t have to live with
something you dislike,
even if fixing it seems
difficult. In this case,
Sharon got better sight
lines, though it meant
knocking through a brick
wall and filling in a
window to create a new
entryway. It opens to
“gracious mahogany
doors [one to a closet,
the other a powder
room] that give the
impression of a grander
foyer,” she says, noting
that mahogany is used
throughout the home. As
for how to direct visitors
to the new door at the
side of the house, Sharon
says landscaping will do
the trick. Hardware,
Summerhill Hardware; dining
chair, Sharon Mimran.
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A Louis bed, snapped up
for $200 at a garage
sale, sits in Sharon’s
daughter’s bedroom.
Drapery, linens and
chandelier crystals in
pale blue tones soften
and brighten the dark
wood furniture.
Bedding, Au Lit Fine
Linens; chandelier,
Residential Lighting; wall
colour, Borrowed Light
(235), Farrow & Ball.
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